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ELA Goals
Schoolwide Goal #1:
With equitable practices as our
foundation, we will shift academic
struggle to students and align literacy
practices to ensure that at least 75% of
Parklane students will make at least
one year’s growth as measured by
Acadience (DIBELS).

Math Goals
Schoolwide Goal #2:
With equitable practices as our
foundation, we will shift academic
struggle to students and align math
practices to ensure that at least 70% of
Parklane students will make at least
one year’s growth as measured by
STAR.

Climate/Culture Goals
Schoolwide Goal #3:
With equitable practices as our
foundation, we will reduce total
suspensions by 20% (from 47.5 to 38)
and increase attendance by 3% (from
92.6% to 95.6%); decrease Chronically
Absent by 3% from 26.5% to 23.5%, and
underserved student groups
accordingly.  Adjust with the
end-of-year data.

Curriculum
•Create a classroom literacy culture
that conveys confidence that every
student can meet high expectations
and grow, utilizes asset-based
instruction, includes reading,
writing, speaking and listening, and
provides access to resources that
reflect the ethnic, gender, racial
diversity of our students.
•Align curriculum based on
common core in PLC grade bands.
•Follow ODE recommendations for
accelerating learning.

Instruction
•Incorporate:

- Culturally Responsive
instruction aligned to
district Danielson Rubric.

- explicit language
instruction through
Constructing Meaning
strategies.

- differentiated and flexible
core instruction.

- small acceleration groups
using aligned materials
and progress monitoring.

- every teacher reads with
every student.

Assessment
•Data drives our core instruction
and our support groups to
accelerate learning.

- Use Acadience, 95 Percent
Group, Progress
Monitoring, CSD
performance task data to
drive instruction.

- gather formative
assessment data (running
record, reading/writing
conferences, etc.)to adjust
and respond to
instruction.

- Use focal student data to
shift instruction for all.

Curriculum
• Create a classroom math culture
that conveys confidence that every
student can meet high expectations
and grow, utilizes asset-based
practices and reflects the ethnic,
gender, racial diversity of our
students.
•Align curriculum based on
common core in PLC grade bands.
•Follow ODE recommendations for
accelerating learning.

Instruction
• Incorporate:

- Culturally Responsive

instruction aligned to
district Danielson Rubric.

- explicit language

instruction through
Constructing Meaning
strategies.

- differentiated and flexible

core instruction.

- discourse, fluency, and

Three Reads instructional
strategies
(problem-solving).

Assessment
• Data drives our core instruction
and our support groups to
accelerate learning.

- Use CSD-adopted
assessment systems
(STAR?), CSD performance
task data, unit
assessments, fluency
assessments to drive
instruction.

- Use focal student data to
shift instruction for all.

Curriculum
• Create a school and classroom
culture that conveys confidence that
every student can meet high
expectations and grow, utilizes
asset-based practices and reflects
the ethnic, gender, racial diversity of
our students.
•Explicitly teach SEL using Zones of
Regulation and responsive
classroom.
•Align RC/PBIS expectations,
school-wide expectations &
procedures to increase student
engagement.
•Use Every Day Counts tool kit to
increase regular attendance.

Instruction
• Incorporate:

- RC: expectation stations,
interactive modeling,
morning meetings, quiet
time, and closing circle.

- classroom culture and
engagement plans.

- an active school equity
team to drive our work as
a staff.

- parent involvement and
participation through our
work as a staff and
through collaborations
with Title I, ELD, and SUN.

Assessment
• Data drives our school climate and
culture to create positive changes
for our students and families.

- Monitor behavior data
through EWS & Synergy

- Use MTSS to monitor
student behavior and
interventions

- Equity work reflects the
shifts needed in our
practices that emerge
from our data.

- Use focal student data to
shift instruction for all.




